




EDITORIAL
27 May 2015 Comments: 

We hope that this issue of LibNOW! will inspire you to greater heights.

Motion analysis in the Sports Biomechanics Laboratory of the Physical Education & Sports Science (PESS) Academic Group

Among the most agreeable of my duties is the building up the digital archives known as the NIE Visual Memories collection.  Photos with familiar faces often land on my 

desk.  I am cheered by the images of venerable staff in their salad days who are still serving at NIE today.  Their passion for teaching and research burns no less brightly 

over the years.  How truly inspiring!  The visual archives is the subject of one of our articles in this issue and we welcome your help in expanding the collection.

You will find inspiration in another article – in the life and legacy of the late Mr Lee Kuan Yew.  Our recommended titles cover his childhood and family life as well as his 

ideas and achievements.  More titles on Singapore’s founding Prime Minister can be found in our catalogue.

Be inspired by our many artful book displays in the library.  The selection is wide and varied so click on this link to read the where and what of our book displays.

We strive to offer articles that will improve your library experience.  Stumped by the arduous chore of finding examination papers, syllabuses, reports and Closed Stacks 

items?  Let our articles demystify the procedure and render it hassle-free for you.  Our “Life Hacks from the Library” series continues with its third instalment which 

unravels the intricacies of downloading e-books and Science Direct articles.  How’s that for inspiration without the perspiration?

Happy reading! 

~ hilary (editor)



REDISCOVERING LEE KUAN YEW
27 May 2015 Comments: 

On 23 Mar 2015, the nation mourned the loss of her founding Prime Minister Mr Lee Kuan Yew.  As much as we are saddened at his passing, we also celebrate his life and 

legacy.  Here are four recent publications from the Library’s collection that will help us understand the outpourings of grief and tributes in the days that followed.

Title: 

Time nor tide: Remembering Lee Kuan Yew

Synopsis:

This three-part DVD documentary examines Mr Lee's role in the transformation of Singapore into a First World country and his standing as a statesman.  It sheds light on 

the private side of Mr Lee through interviews with his family, friends and colleagues.

Title:   

Harry grows up: The early years of Lee Kuan Yew



Synopsis: 

This is the second instalment in the picture book series that started with “A Boy Named Harry”.  The story continues with Harry’s admission to Raffles College, his 

experiences during the Japanese occupation and his law studies at Cambridge University.

Title:  

The big ideas of Lee Kuan Yew

Synopsis: 

This is a compilation of essays written by close associates and colleagues of Mr Lee.  They examine his beliefs and the convictions that guided his leadership of a country 



that grew from a small fishing port into a modern metropolis.

Title: 

Garden City Singapore: The legacy of Lee Kuan Yew

Synopsis: 

This profusely illustrated coffee table book traces the greening of Singapore as inspired by Mr Lee Kuan Yew’s vision of a garden city.  It is written by the people who had 

been intimately involved in realising this vision.  In fact, one of the authors is Prof Lee Sing Kong, former NIE Director, who had been Deputy Commissioner at the Parks and 

Recreation Department.

For more titles on Mr Lee Kuan Yew in the library’s holdings, click on this link:

https://opac.nie.edu.sg/uhtbin/cgisirsi.exe/x/MAIN/0/5?searchdata1='lee%20kuan%20yew'

~ hilary



BOOK DISPLAYS IN THE LIBRARY
27 May 2015 Comments: 

Have you browsed our book displays in the library? Not yet? No idea they exist? No worries! Let us walk you through them.

1. New Arrivals at Lobby, Level 2

The New Arrivals (below) are located beside the self-check machines. Let the smell of freshly printed pages tickle your olfactory system.

2. NIE Staff Publications at Entrance, Level 2
Selected NIE Staff Publications are displayed in the glass cabinet (below). While the display copies here are not for loan, additional copies from the Lending collection are 

available for borrowing. Do check the webOPAC for their availability.

3. Book Display at the Gallery, Level 3

The Gallery (below) is designated as a display venue for books authored or edited by NIE staff on core areas such as education policy, pedagogy, and mentorship etc., 

books on NIE/published by NIE, archival materials on Singapore education. Check the webOPAC for the availability of non-display copies for borrowing.

4. Thematic Display/Exhibit
Thematic displays/exhibits in conjunction with campus and national events are set up in the Library from time to time.

The most recent were displays in memory of Singapore’s founding Prime Minister Mr Lee Kuan Yew and in conjunction with NTU/NIE Open House 2015.



In Memory of Mr. Lee Kuan Yew NTU/NIE Open House 2015

~warren



TIMES OF YOUR LIFE
27 May 2015 Comments: 

What is NIE VM?

NIE Visual Memories  is an archive of digital images that illustrate the life and happenings at NIE and its predecessor institutes.  It aims to preserve our institutional 

memories by recording significant milestones in the history of teacher education in Singapore.

Collage of images from the NIE Visual Memories collection

Share Your Images

Since its launch in April 2013, the collection has grown to over 1,600 images, thanks to contributions from former institute photographers and organisers of NIE-wide 

events.  Several long-serving NIE staff have also come forward to share their cherished photographs with us. 

We welcome your contributions!  If you have old photos of a significant event dating back to the days of the Teachers’ Training College (TTC) or Institute of Education (IE), 

please drop us a note at libris@nie.edu.sg or use the comment box below.  Your photos may help to fill an important gap in our collection. 

Or… if you have organised an NIE-wide event recently, let us archive your images in NIE Visual Memories and ensure that the event is documented for posterity.

Know Something We Don’t?

Perhaps you have viewed the images that have been posted in NIE Visual Memories and have information that you wish to share?  Maybe you remember the date or venue 

of the event?  Or you were even one of those caught on camera and have an interesting anecdote to share about the occasion?  If so, please send an email to 

libris@nie.edu.sg with the subject heading “NIE Visual Memories”.  Include the identifier of the image in the body of your email. (Here’s how to locate the image identifier.)



Wicked shoulder pads!  Why were these groovy people dancing like it’s 1980? 

http://hdl.handle.net/10497/16596

Were you among these graduands awaiting their turn at the 1981 Convocation?

http://hdl.handle.net/10497/14534

Do you remember who organised this art exhibition or who produced these art works?

http://hdl.handle.net/10497/4958

Build The Archive With Us

With your help and input, we hope that NIE Visual Memories will become a valuable resource for the serious scholar of NIE and Singapore history… and an interesting trip 

down memory lane for those who want to relive their heyday at Singapore’s only teacher training institute.

~ hilary 



YOUR HOW-TO-FIND GUIDE FOR PSLE/GCE EXAM PAPERS, EXAMINERS’ REPORTS AND 
SYLLABUSES
27 May 2015 Comments: 

In a hurry? OK, let’s cut straight to the chase. Exam papers, examiners’ reports and syllabuses are all located in the Reserves (level 2). They are Reference materials and 

should be used on the library premises only.

Exam Papers

For examinations at secondary and pre-university levels: look for the call number which depends on whether the paper was set by Cambridge or Singapore Examinations 

and Assessment Board (SEAB).

Examining Body / Level or Subject Call Number
University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate / Ordinary

LB3056.G7 UniUniversity of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate / Advanced
University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate / Normal
Singapore Examinations and Assessment Board / Mother Tongue languages and Other subjects LB3058.S55 Sin

For PSLE (Primary School Leaving Examination): do a browse title search in WebOPAC first:

Click on the result you are interested in to find out the call number. Example:

Examiners' Reports

Not exam papers, but examiners’ reports that you are hunting for? No problem! Just look for these call numbers:

Level Call Number
Ordinary

LB3056.G7 UniR
Advanced
Normal LB3058.S55 Sin

Syllabuses 

For exam and subject syllabuses, refer to the table below:

*Agency / Level Call Number Online Access
Primary School Leaving Examination 
(PSLE)

Not Applicable
https://www.seab.gov.sg/pages/syllabus_for_school.asp

University of Cambridge Local 
Examinations Syndicate / Ordinary

LB3056.G7 UniS XXXX 
where XXXX is the year

University of Cambridge Local 
Examinations Syndicate / Advanced
University of Cambridge Local 
Examinations Syndicate / Normal
Ministry of Education / Primary and 
Combined Primary & Secondary

LB1557.S55 XXX where 
XXX are the 1st three letters 
of the subject

http://www.moe.edu.sg/education/syllabuses/

Ministry of Education / Secondary LB1609.S55 XXX where 
XXX are the 1st three letters 
of the subject

*Cambridge syllabuses are exam syllabuses whereas MOE syllabuses are subject (teaching) syllabuses.



We hope this will help cut down on your searching time!

~ yvonne



UNCOVERING THE MYSTERY: HOW TO IDENTIFY AND REQUEST FOR “CLOSED STACKS” ITEMS
27 May 2015 Comments: 

Ever encountered “closed stacks” items when searching for resources in the WebOPAC? Do you know how to identify and gain access to them? Read further to uncover the 

mystery…

What are considered “Closed Stacks” items?

Some collections of “Closed Stacks” items are shown below. Do note that the borrowing duration differs for each collection. Some materials may only be used within the 

library premises.

Singapore Education Resources (SEDU)  Collection 

e.g. School textbooks and NIE publications

Click here for more info.

Kits 

Click here to browse the list of kits in the library

How can you identify “Closed Stacks” items when searching in the WebOPAC?

Take note of the Location. “Closed Stacks” items are located in the Closed Stacks or Singapore Education Resources collection.

Here are 2 examples of records in the WebOPAC:

1. Sample record of an NIE publication located in the Singapore Education Resources collection



2. Sample record of a kit located in Closed Stacks

How do you request for “Closed Stacks” Items?

Fill in the online form:

Go to the Library Portal home page >> Services >> Forms >> select “Closed Stacks Items Request” form

or go here directly http://www.libris.nie.edu.sg/closed-stacks-items-request

Then collect the requested item personally at the Loan Counter according to the schedule in the form.

Note: “Closed Stacks” items will not be retrieved if a lending copy is available. Should the copy be on loan, you will have to place a hold or reservation for it.

Do submit your request early to avoid disappointment! Our staff will appreciate your thoughtfulness as they need time to retrieve the materials for you!

Need help?
If you have any queries, please contact the Information Desk hotline at 6790-3626 or email us at libris@nie.edu.sg.

~ stephanie



LIFE HACKS FROM THE LIBRARY (PART 3)
27 May 2015 Comments: 

This is the section where we offer tips and shortcuts aimed at improving your library experience:

Library Hack #1: Downloading of e-books

#1a: You are interested in downloading an e-book title from ProQuest ebrary, but are not sure how to go about it?

For the detailed guide on downloading of ProQuest ebrary e-books, just click here.

Note: You will need to install the free Adobe Digital Editions software to open the downloaded file.

#1b: How about an e-book title from Dawsonera?

For the detailed guide on downloading of Dawsonera e-books, just click here.

Note: You can download the full e-book as a PDF for 1 to 7 days. However, you cannot copy/print pages from the downloaded PDF – you can only do so with an online 

copy.

Library Hack #2: How to download full text in ScienceDirect database



Just a simple right-click on the “Download PDF” link to open the file in a new tab will lead you to the full text. Do not left-click on the “Download PDF” link as it will open in a 

new window directing you to purchase the article.

We hope these tips will help you the next time you need to download an e-text!

~ yvonne, steph, pauline
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